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Provides synopses for over 1,500 titles of current popular fiction and recommends other books by such criteria as authors, characters portrayed, time period, geographical setting, or genre
Good luck hounds me like a bad hangover, but love has never been in the cards for me. I’m only here for my friend Calla, to help set up an illegal casino and save the Silver Oak’s Retirement Home. See? Lucky enough to
avoid scrutiny by the police, but not lucky enough to find the man who’ll ignite my senses. But when a magical concert changes everything, I find myself mated to three men - a cranky, domineering dragon, a world-weary
vampire, and god who throws my luck out of whack every time he’s near. And none of them want to be tied down to me, the unluckiest lucky person to set foot in Silver Springs. Can I save the retirement home, make
money with the casino, and finally mate with the loves of my life … before it all comes crashing down? Join Jupiter on her wacky adventure in this spicy, reverse harem rom com. Steamy Paranormal / Fantasy Romance RH
Jupiter is a standalone in the Solar Mates Series set in the Silver Springs shared universe and comes complete with a happily-ever-after. Scroll up to read this fun, quirky romance today.
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Lilith and Ross have always been moving; from Cervantes on the Turquoise Coast, to Calgary in Canada, and places in between. Now, in middle-age, the work at home has dried up and they’re back in Calgary, where many years before they suffered a miscarriage and where decades later they have returned for yet
another new start. While Ross works away on the oil rig for weeks on end, Lilith unpacks their apartment and is confronted with the need to balance being alone with true loneliness. Her mind wanders, back to the windy plains and white sand beaches of the Turquoise Coast, to her strained and damaged relationships
with her parents and brother, to the love between her and Ross and the ache of missing her daughters. She is reminded of the compromises she has made for this life of uncertainty. Of the achievements and disillusionments of her many selves — wife, mother, friend, lover, sister, daughter, artist, expat. Brimming with
dualities, Grahame’s novel deals with the ambiguity of life, and the decisions we make in the hope that they will change our lives for the better.
It was a dark and stormy night, and the elfin army was massed, standing at attention in the middle of a clearing of the forest. At the head of this army of about two hundred archers and three hundred swordsman were two figures with armor alike yet unalike the other soldiers. One was a tall-standing, young-looking elf
woman holding a broadsword to her front with both hands casually on the handle, the blade in the ground. She was wearing a shiny crown of silver and gold on her head, and her long white hair was done in one thick braid at her back that reached down to the base of her spine. Her armor was somewhat heavy, finely
made, and was of good shiny steel lined with gold that covered most of her body. What didn t cover her body revealed a dress underneath that was made of either silk or something like it. Standing next to her was a slightly shorter and younger woman who had features like the other. Her armor was a little skimpier, but
of the same material. Steel bracers around her forearms as well as somewhat long steel boots gave her limbs some protection. The rest was a chest plate and an Averis chain skirt that went down to her knees, Averis being a special metal made entirely by elves. The skirt has individual scaled plates of its own, and both the
chest plate and skirt together exposed her midsection. On her head was a tiara. All of the armor was fit perfectly to her small but muscular, tone frame. Her hair was blond and short, barely reaching her elegant shoulders and was combed back. She stood there beside the older woman with two elegantly curved
shortswords held backward in each hand. The army stood in wait on top of a hill overlooking a dark fort a half a mile away surrounded by numerous monsters of many types and configurations but all an ugly, twisted human form. The two women in front stood there for the longest time saying nothing and not moving
an inch. All that could be heard was the sound of thunder and the rain hitting their armor. Just then, the silence was broken by the eldest woman in front. She said, Neiren. The younger woman turned to her in response. I want you to do something for me. The younger woman looked at her with deep concern.
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Charlie Harris and his Maine Coon cat, Diesel, are embroiled in a new mystery when a cold case suddenly heats up in the latest installment of the New York Times bestselling series. Charlie Harris is busy enjoying his new grandson when a mysterious man with a
connection to Charlie's family starts visiting the library, bringing with him troubling questions about an unsolved murder... Charlie may be a proud new grandfather, but he and Diesel still have work to do at Athena College and the small Mississippi town's public
library. He's too busy to deal with true-crime writer Jack Pemberton, who wants Charlie as the subject of his latest book--and who won't take no for an answer. A more appealing proposition for Charlie is spending time helping a kind, elderly man navigate the
library's genealogical database. But he's shocked when he learns that the visitor's search is focused on a member of his own family: his late aunt's husband. Charlie befriends the man and considers inviting him to stay in his home, but he's soon given reason to
question that notion. Jack is certain that Charlie's new houseguest was involved in a shocking homicide that took place years ago in a small town near Athena. As this cold case heats up, Charlie and Diesel have to uncover a killer who may already be too close to
home...
New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social consequences". The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New Scientist reports,
explores and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
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Personal Effects
More Movies That Suck
"Roger Ebert's "criticism shows a nearly unequaled grasp of film history and technique, and formidable intellectual range." --New York Times Pulitzer Prize-winning film critic Roger Ebert presents more than 500 full-length critical movie reviews, along with
interviews, essays, tributes, journal entries, and Q and As from "Questions for the Movie Answer Man" inside Roger Ebert's Movie Yearbook 2011. From Inglourious Basterds and Crazy Heart to Avatar, Fantastic Mr. Fox, and the South Korean sensation The
Chaser, Roger Ebert's Movie Yearbook 2011. includes every movie review Ebert has written from January 2008 to July 2010. Also included in the Yearbook are: * In-depth interviews with newsmakers such as Muhammad Ali and Jason Reitman. * Tributes to
Eric Rohmer, Roy Disney, John Hughes, and Walter Cronkite. * Essays on the Oscars, reports from the Cannes Film Festival, and entries into Ebert's Little Movie Glossary.
The world of Arator. A place of myth, magic, legends, and heroes. Populated within this world are creatures, monsters, and beings that defy explanation and the imagination. Described in this second full colored and illustrated volume are the monsters and
creatures of the world of Arator. From how they live, to how they fight, even down to their inner biology, this tomb is an invaluable resource to your Arcanum gaming world which brings it more to life with the denizens that populate it.
Stearic Acid - Tagus
Service Afloat and Ashore During the Mexican War
Encyclopædia Britannica: or, A dictionary of arts and sciences, compiled by a society of gentlemen in Scotland [ed. by W. Smellie]. Suppl. to the 3rd. ed., by G. Gleig
Roger Ebert's Movie Yearbook 2011
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Knock Down Dragon Out

Enjoy this fated mate shifter romance series by USA Today Bestselling paranormal romance author Krystal Shannan⋯ Winter in Mystery, Alaska just got a whole lot hotter. Dragon shifters, lions, and tigers oh my!An overwhelming
need to get away from life—from grief—sent Naomi Parker on a trek through Alaska. Even though she was expecting to photograph some unique wildlife, she was NOT expecting a dragon. They don’t exist, right? Wrong. And a dragon
who turns into a human? Even more unlikely. A hot dragon prince... yeah, she's totally hallucinating. And when he won't leave her side, and their chemistry is off the charts, suddenly, it's a whole-new-world of fantasy and
excitement, until it threatens to cost her everything⋯including her life. Col has one mission: to kill the dragons who murdered the royal house of Li'Vhram—his family. But he wasn’t expecting to find his mate in the process. When a
cute, curvy woman needs rescuing from the dragons he’s hunting, his senses go on high alert. She’s his mate. He’s sure. And he’ll do anything to make her his. Knock Down Dragon Out is the first book in the new Soulmate Shifters
in Mystery, Alaska series. It’s a full-length, standalone fantasy paranormal dragon-shifter romance story featuring a strong human female and an alpha male dragon prince from another world with a propensity for protecting and
pleasuring his mate. Happily-ever-after and more guaranteed! *** Keywords: dragon shifter romance, paranormal romance, paranormal romance shifters, shapeshifter romance with sex, shifter romance, fantasy romance, dragon
shifter romance, wolf shifter, dragon shifter, steamy romance, emotional romance, capture fantasy romance, free paranormal romance, fated mate romance, soulmate romance Similar to Authors like: C.N. Crawford, Linsey Hall,
Sarah J. Maas, Caroline Peckham, I. T. Lucas, K.F. Breene, Elizabeth Briggs, Jen L. Grey, Shannon Mayer, May Dawson, Thea Harrison, Gena Callahan, Jennifer L. Armentrout, Roxie Ray, Tessa Hale, Jaymin Eve, Kelly St Clare,
Jayne faith, Terry Bolryder, T. S. Joyce, Zoe Chant, Charlene Hartnady, Eve Langlais, Milly Taiden
Enjoy this steamy small-town romantic suspense series with a sense of family that will have you falling in love. Would you expose your heart for love? Veterinarian Emma Foster arrives in Swan Harbor with one thing on her mind,
making her business a success. But she didn’t anticipate the lure of the small town or the pull of a man’s magnetic blue eyes. Their potent combination threatens to derail her well-ordered plans. Investigator Killian Reade has used
his good looks to layer masks over his true self. Until a flash of yellow peels off one. And the people of Swan Harbor add cracks in another. But when Emma looks through him, he’s forced to take a journey. One that has him
searching for the man he’s meant to be. As their barriers fade, Emma makes an off-hand comment, leading Killian to uncover a disturbing behavior in their small town. When all is revealed, will they wrap the layers tighter or allow
love in and set their hearts free? Welcome to Swan Harbor Kittens, Puppies & Love is book three in Swan Harbor: A Contemporary Romantic Suspense Series. Each story stands alone with a happy ending, but threads from
secondary stories weave throughout. Grab a chair, open your book, and come meet my friends. ~~~ Keywords: Small-Town Series, Small-town Books, Small-Town Romantic Suspense, Blue Collar Story, Small-Town Mystery
Romance Books, Small-Town steamy Romance, Small-Town Romance Series, Small-Town Police, Animal Mystery, Small-Town Animal Mystery Similar authors, Catherine Cowles, Kathryn Cantrell, Tess Thompson, Melissa Foster,
Jean Brashear, RaeAnne Thayne,
Volume 9: Literature
The World of John Le Carr
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Or a Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Miscellaneous Literature
Or, A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Miscellaneous Literature ...
A Horrible Experience of Unbearable Length
Fleet Owner
This book is a collection of documents and information regarding the nonconventional therapies for cancer made by numerous scientists all over the world and has no intention to convince you
to stop or change your treatment. It also contains testimonies made by doctors and usual people like you and me on natural therapies which managed to save their lives, and it is your choice
to believe them or not. It is up to you to consider these pieces of information, to do your own research in this regard, and to apply the knowledge gained to your benefit. And like always
in life, you have a choice to make from various options lined up in front of you, and you need to decide based on your level of understanding and consciousness what is the best thing which
will serve your interest.
Branson Cudahy is as southern as it gets, a cyber crime investigator from happily-landlocked Lexington, Kentucky. He has been chasing a hacker for three years, and now the trail has led him
to Lobster Cove, Maine...which is a real problem for a guy with a shellfish allergy. Jenna Sanborn waits tables to pay the bills, but she dreams of opening a quilt shop in the heart of
town. She’d never even think of leaving Lobster Cove, but the handsome newcomer is tempting beyond her wildest imaginings. Bran and Jenna never expect the whirlwind romance that comes out
of their meeting. As hard as they fight to control their feelings, their hearts are fighting to push them over that dizzying lover’s leap. Will love win out, or will the hacker—and their
dreams—slip the net?
For Home Reading and Home Use, of Tales, Stories, Fashion, and Needlework
Natural Therapies, Healing Techniques and Testimonies
Hardwood Record
The national encyclopædia. Libr. ed
Historical Album of Orleans County, N.Y.
Corridors of Deceit
Offering a comprehensive view of the South's literary landscape, past and present, this volume of The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture celebrates the region's ever-flourishing literary culture and recognizes the ongoing evolution of the southern literary canon. As new writers draw upon and
reshape previous traditions, southern literature has broadened and deepened its connections not just to the American literary mainstream but also to world literatures--a development thoughtfully explored in the essays here. Greatly expanding the content of the literature section in the original
Encyclopedia, this volume includes 31 thematic essays addressing major genres of literature; theoretical categories, such as regionalism, the southern gothic, and agrarianism; and themes in southern writing, such as food, religion, and sexuality. Most striking is the fivefold increase in the number of
biographical entries, which introduce southern novelists, playwrights, poets, and critics. Special attention is given to contemporary writers and other individuals who have not been widely covered in previous scholarship.
Curiosity just might be the death of Mrs. Murphy--and her human companion, Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen. Small towns are like families: Everyone lives very close together. . .and everyone keeps secrets. Crozet, Virginia, is a typical small town-until its secrets explode into murder. Crozet's thirtysomething post-mistress, Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen, has a tiger cat (Mrs. Murphy) and a Welsh Corgi (Tucker), a pending divorce, and a bad habit of reading postcards not addressed to her. When Crozet's citizens start turning up murdered, Harry remembers that each received a card with a
tombstone on the front and the message "Wish you were here" on the back. Intent on protecting their human friend, Mrs. Murphy and Tucker begin to scent out clues. Meanwhile, Harry is conducting her own investigation, unaware her pets are one step ahead of her. If only Mrs. Murphy could alert her
somehow, Harry could uncover the culprit before the murder occurs--and before Harry finds herself on the killer's mailing list.
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John le Carré is viewed by many critics as one of the best spy and espionage novel writers. His most famous works are The Spy Who Came in from the Cold; Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy; and The Little Drummer Girl. Peter Wolfe
has produced an informative study of le Carré’s works, showing how le Carré’s five years in the Service (British Intelligence) helped him become a keen observer, social historian, and expert in bureaucratic politics. He has
supplanted the technological flair marking much of today's spy fiction with moral complexity and psychological depth. He shows us what spies are like, how they feel about spying, and how spying affects their minds and
hearts.
Presents scathing reviews for over two hundred movies that the reviewer has given a rating of two stars or fewer since 2006.
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